
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION  
 
April 8, 2019 / Supplemental Calendar No. 1                                                          C 180042 ZMK 
 
IN THE MATTER OF an application submitted by 1010 Pacific Street LLC pursuant to Sections 
197-c and 201 of the New York City Charter for an amendment to the Zoning Map, Section No. 
16c: 
 

1. changing from an M1-l District to an R7D District property bounded by Pacific Street, 
Classon Avenue, a line midway between Pacific Street and Dean Street, and a line 440 
feet northwesterly of Classon Avenue; and 
 

2. establishing within the proposed R7D District a C2-4 District bounded by Pacific Street, 
Classon Avenue, a line midway between Pacific Street and Dean Street, and a line 440 
feet northwesterly of Classon Avenue; 

 
Borough of Brooklyn, Community District 8, as shown on a diagram (for illustrative purposes 
only) dated October 29, 2018, and subject to the conditions of CEQR Declaration E-503. 
  
 
This application for a zoning map amendment was filed by 1010 Pacific Street LLC on August 7, 

2017. The applicant proposes to change an M1-1 zoning district to an R7D/C2-4 zoning district. 

This application, in conjunction with the related action (N 180043 ZRK), would facilitate an 11-

story mixed-use development with approximately 154 dwelling units and ground floor commercial 

and community facility space at 1010 Pacific Street in the Crown Heights neighborhood of 

Brooklyn, Community District 8. 

 

RELATED ACTIONS 

In addition to the zoning map amendment (C 180042 ZMK) that is the subject of this report, 

implementation of the proposed project also requires action by the City Planning Commission on 

the following application, which is being considered concurrently with this application: 

 
N 180043 ZRK Zoning Text Amendment to designate a Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 

(MIH) area. 

 

BACKGROUND 

The applicant seeks a zoning map amendment to change an M1-1 district to an R7D/C2-4 district 

and a zoning text amendment to establish an MIH area coterminous with the rezoning area. The 

project is in the Crown Heights neighborhood of Brooklyn, on the northeastern portion of a block 

Disclaimer
City Planning Commission (CPC) Reports are the official records of actions taken by the CPC. The reports reflect the determinations of the Commission with respect to land use applications, including those subject to the Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP), and others such as zoning text amendments and 197-a community-based  plans. It is important to note, however, that the reports do not necessarily reflect a final determination.  Certain applications are subject to mandatory review by the City Council and others to City Council "call-up."
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bounded by Pacific Street to the north, Dean Street to the south, Classon Avenue to the east, and 

Grand Avenue to the west. 

 

The project area consists of 12 tax lots (Block 1133, Lots 32, 42-49, 51-53), which are developed 

with one- to two-story light industrial uses, an auto-related business, open parking and storage 

uses, and three-story, pre-existing, non-conforming multi-family residential buildings. The 

development site (1010 Pacific Street) is developed with a vacant, two-story warehouse building 

and parking lot. 

 

The area to be rezoned is currently in an M1-1 district that has existed since 1961, a remnant of 

the early 1900s when Atlantic Avenue served as a freight rail corridor and where goods were 

transferred and processed. After freight service was discontinued in the early 1900s, and after 

passenger rail service was subsequently moved below grade, industrial buildings along Atlantic 

Avenue and on nearby blocks evolved with an auto-oriented character as allowed per the 1961 

M1-1 zoning regulations. 

 

M1-1 districts have a maximum floor area ratio (FAR) of 1.0 for manufacturing and commercial 

uses and 2.4 for certain community facility uses, such as medical offices and houses of worship. 

M1-1 districts generally support low-rise, one- to two-story buildings and allow a range of light 

industrial uses, such as repair shops, wholesale service, and storage facilities. Offices, retail, and 

other commercial uses are also allowed as-of-right. Building heights are regulated by a sky 

exposure plane beginning 30 feet above the street line. Off-street parking and loading facilities are 

required according to the type and size of the use. No new residential uses are permitted. 

 

Zoning in the surrounding area has been subject to several prior land use approvals, including the 

Crown Heights West Rezoning (C 130213 ZMK), initiated by the Department of City Planning at 

the request of Community Board 8 and the local Council Member, and approved by the City 

Council on September 24, 2013. This application rezoned an approximately 55-block area south 

of the proposed rezoning area with contextual residential zoning districts to maintain the existing 

scale and character of the neighborhood, create incentives for affordable housing development via 
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the voluntary Inclusionary Housing program, and match commercial zoning to reflect the existing 

retail character. As part of this area-wide zoning, R7A districts, which permit up to 4.6 FAR for 

residential use, were mapped extensively along Franklin Avenue and specific mid-block locations, 

while R7D districts, which permit up to 5.6 FAR for residential use, were mapped at three block 

frontages along the Bedford Avenue corridor. The M1-1 area had been considered to be added 

within the Crown Heights West Rezoning, but was removed to expedite the implementation of the 

contextual rezoning. 

 

The surrounding area contains a diverse mix of uses. Classon Avenue, along with nearby Franklin 

and Washington avenues, serves as a local commercial corridor characterized by many mixed-use 

buildings with ground floor retail and residences above. The area zoned M1-1 consists of auto 

repair and supply businesses, open parking and storage, non-conforming residential uses, and low-

rise industrial buildings used primarily for warehousing. The area outside of the M1-1 district is 

predominantly residential and characterized by multi-family apartment buildings generally 

ranging from three to 12 stories. 

 

The rezoning area is well-served by public transit. The Franklin Avenue subway station provides 

access to the C subway line and Franklin Avenue Shuttle, located less than a half of a mile to the 

northeast. Additionally, multiple bus lines nearby provide connections to Downtown Brooklyn. 

The B65 line runs east/west along Dean Street and Bergen Street and the B25 line runs east/west 

along Fulton Street.  The B48 line at Classon Avenue and the B45 line at Washington Avenue 

provide north/south bus service. Dean Street and Bergen Street also have protected bicycle lanes, 

and Atlantic Avenue serves as a major east-west connection for vehicular use. 

 

The Department of City Planning is currently conducting a land use study, in partnership with 

Community Board 8, of the M1-1 zoning districts within Community Districts 3 and 8, including 

the rezoning area.  This “M-Crown” study’s two core goals are to create opportunities for new 

housing, including affordable housing, and to foster job-generating uses. The Department has been 

closely engaged with Community Board 8 in this effort. A land use framework released in 2018 

identified sub-areas where a mix of new residential and non-residential uses would be appropriate, 
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as well as sub-areas where only non-residential uses at increased densities would be allowed to 

support existing clusters of commercial and industrial uses. Along Classon Avenue and Grand 

Avenue south of Atlantic Avenue, the framework recommended moderate density, mixed-use 

growth to reinforce the north-south connections of these corridors, while recommending that the 

interior portions of blocks also support mixed-use growth with an appropriate bulk envelope 

consistent with the scale of mid-block side streets. The subject 1010 Pacific Street rezoning area 

is in the mixed-use sub-area, encompassing part of the Classon Avenue corridor and the mid-block 

side street along the southern frontage of Pacific Street. Classon Avenue and Pacific Street are 

both 70 feet wide. 

 

The applicant is seeking a zoning map amendment and a zoning text amendment. The zoning map 

amendment would change the M1-1 district to an R7D/C2-4 district, on the northeastern side 

Classon Avenue between Pacific Street and Dean Street. The proposed R7D district allows up to 

5.6 FAR for residential uses when mapped in an Inclusionary Housing area, a maximum base 

height of 95 feet, or nine stories, and a maximum building height of 115 feet, or 11 stories. 

Residential buildings and portions of buildings must comply with Quality Housing program 

regulations. R7D districts are typically mapped along corridors in close proximity to public transit. 

Off-street parking is generally required for 50 percent of the dwelling units and optional for 

income-restricted units within the Transit Zone. The rezoning area and surrounding blocks are 

located within the Transit Zone. C2-4 is a commercial overlay that permits a maximum FAR of 

2.0 for commercial uses and permits a range of local retail and service-related uses, such as grocery 

stores, restaurants, beauty salons, and laundromats. When the R7D district is paired with a C2-4 

commercial overlay, the ground floor is required to contain non-residential uses to a depth of 30 

feet, excluding residential lobbies and accessory parking entrances. 

 

The development site consists of two contiguous tax lots (Block 1133, Lots 32 and 42) comprising 

approximately 25,870 square feet. The proposed actions would facilitate the development of an 

11-story mixed-use building totaling 144,842 square feet of floor area (5.6 FAR) with 

approximately 154 dwelling units and 7,056 square feet of commercial and 4,378 square feet of 

community facility space, which is intended to be occupied by a not-for-profit arts center, on the 
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ground floor. Thirty-nine of the 154 dwelling units would be permanently affordable under Option 

1 of the MIH program. The proposed building would rise to base heights of 65 feet and 95 feet at 

different building segments, followed by a 15-foot setback, and then rise to a total building height 

of 115 feet. It would also maintain and restore the façade of a portion of the site’s existing two-

story industrial building and provide an open recreational area directly above this structure for 

residents.  A 49-space parking garage in the cellar would satisfy the off-street parking requirement 

for 50 percent of the non-income-restricted units. The MIH units would not require parking, as this 

site is within the Transit Zone. The commercial and community facility space would not generate 

a parking requirement based on the proposed non-residential square footage and parking 

requirements of the proposed R7D/C2-4 district. 

 

The applicant also proposes a zoning text amendment to designate an MIH area mapped with 

Options 1 and 2 coterminous with the proposed R7D/C2-4 district. Option 1 requires that at least 

25 percent of the residential floor area be provided as housing permanently affordable to 

households with incomes at an average of 60 percent of the area median income (AMI). Within 

that 25 percent, at least 10 percent of the square footage must be used for units affordable to 

residents with household incomes at an average of 40 percent of the AMI, with no unit targeted to 

households with incomes exceeding 130 percent of the AMI. Option 2 requires that 30 percent of 

residential floor area be set aside for affordable housing units for residents with incomes averaging 

80 percent of the AMI. No more than three income bands can be used to average out to 80 percent, 

and no income band can exceed 130 percent of the AMI. The applicant intends to pursue MIH 

Option 1, and to provide 39 units of permanently affordable housing. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW  

This application (C 180042 ZMK), in conjunction with the application for the related action (N 

180043 ZRK), was reviewed pursuant to the New York State Environmental Quality Review Act 

(SEQRA) and the SEQRA regulations set forth in Volume 6 of the New York Code of Rules and 

Regulations, Section 617.00 et seq. and the City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) Rules of 

Procedure of 1991 and Executive Order No. 91 of 1977. The lead is the City Planning Commission. 

The designated CEQR number is 16DCP134K.  
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After a study of the potential environmental impact of the proposed action, a Negative Declaration 

was issued on October 29, 2018. The Negative Declaration included (E) designations to avoid the 

potential for significant adverse impacts related to hazardous materials, air quality, and noise (E-

503). The requirements of the (E) designation are described in the Environmental Assessment 

Statement (EAS) and Negative Declaration. 

 

On April 5, 2019, a Revised EAS was issued, which describes and analyzes modifications to the 

proposed actions (described below). The Revised EAS concluded that the modifications would not 

result in any new or different significant adverse environmental impacts. A Revised Negative 

Declaration was issued on April 10, 2019. The Revised Negative Declaration reflects the 

modifications to the proposed actions and supersedes the Negative Declaration issued on October 

29, 2018.  

  

The City Planning Commission has determined that the proposed actions will have no significant 

effect on the environment. 

  

UNIFORM LAND USE REVIEW  

This application (C 180042 ZMK) was certified as complete by the Department of City Planning 

on October 29, 2018 and duly referred to Brooklyn Community Board 8 and the Brooklyn Borough 

President in accordance with Title 62 of the Rules of the City of New York, Section 2-02(b), along 

with the related application for a zoning text amendment (N 180043 ZRK), which was referred in 

accordance with the procedures for non-ULURP actions.   

 

Community Board Public Hearing 

Brooklyn Community Board 8 held a public hearing on this application (C 180042 ZMK) and the 

related action (N 180043 ZRK) on December 6, 2018. On December 13, 2018, by a vote of 22 in 

favor, none opposed, and three abstentions, the Community Board adopted a recommendation to 

disapprove the application with the following conditions: 
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• “The eastern boundary of the area to be rezoned is moved to 230 feet west of Classon 
Avenue; 
 

• The application is amended to establish an MX district with mapping to Ml-4 to reduce the 
non-residential parking requirement; 
 

• The zoning envelope be amended from R7D to R7A, pursuant to a binding commitment 
by the applicant to make residential development per R6A MIH, with remaining bulk for 
non-residential use, including community facility use, and full ground floor lot coverage 
for non-residential use, excluding lobby, core and parking entrance; and 
 

• In the absence of such a commitment, rezoning is amended to R6A/M1-4.” 
 

Borough President Recommendation 

This application (C 180042 ZMK) was considered by the Brooklyn Borough President, who on 

February 12, 2019 issued a recommendation to approve the application with the following 

conditions: 

1. “That in lieu of the proposed R7D, the City Council and/or CPC approve, beyond 230 feet 
of Classon Avenue, the proposed commercial district paired with an R7A residence district, 
and retain the existing Ml-1 zoning district within 230 feet of Classon Avenue 
 

2. That prior to considering the application, the City Council obtain commitments in writing 
from the applicant, 1010 Pacific Street LLC, that clarify how it would: 

a. Restrict residential floor area ratio (FAR) to R6A Mandatory Inclusionary Housing 
(MIH) 

b. Provide 100 percent ground-floor lot coverage to maximize M-Crown permitted 
uses 

c. Restrict non-residential use within 30 feet of the street wall to restricted M-Crown 
uses, inclusive of commercial space for one or more local non-profit organizations 
such as arts and/or cultural entities at below-market lease terms, such as the 
indicated art gallery, as warranted 

3. That the CPC and/or City Council require MIH Option 1 
 

4. Should the City Council deem it appropriate to prioritize residential floor area in lieu of 
M-Crown use floor area, obtain adequate representation, in writing, from 1010 Pacific 
Street LLC demonstrating the filing of a legally binding mechanism that commits an 
increased percentage of permanently affordable housing floor area 
 

5. That prior to considering the application, the City Council obtain commitments in writing 
from the applicant, 1010 Pacific Street LLC, that clarify how it would: 
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a. Memorialize a bedroom mix having at least 50 percent two- or three-bedroom 
affordable housing units, and at least 75 percent one or more one-bedroom 
affordable housing units, but for accounting for studios serving households at 40 
percent AMI 

b. Implement outreach efforts to assist senior households earning up to 40 percent 
AMI for single-person households, and 50 percent AMI for two-person households, 
as a means to maximize participation in the affordable housing lottery 

c. Utilize a combination of locally-based affordable housing development non-profits 
to serve as the administering agent, and having one or more such entities play a role 
in promoting affordable housing lottery readiness 

d. Engage car-sharing companies to lease multiple spaces within the garage 
e. Explore additional resiliency and sustainability measures such as incorporating 

blue/green/white roof treatment, passive house, rain gardens, solar panels, and/or 
wind-turbines 

f. Implement a rat baiting plan prior to and during demolition including site 
excavation and foundation preparation, in consultation with CB 8 and local elected 
officials 

g. Retain Brooklyn-based contractors and subcontractors, especially those who are 
designated local business enterprises (LBEs) consistent with Section 6-108.1 of the 
City's Administrative Code, and minority- and women-owned business enterprises 
(MWBEs) as a means to meet or exceed standards per Local Law 1 (no less than 
20 percent participation), as well as coordinate the oversight of such participation 
by an appropriate monitoring agency 

Be it further resolved: 

1. That 1010 Pacific Street LLC commit to a building service workforce that is recruited from 
the local population and paid prevailing wages, with appropriate benefits 
 

2. Should the City Council determination result in the project proceeding according to MIH 
Option 1, that the New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development 
(HPD) modify its affordable housing lottery community preference standards to include 
the school zone, thus capturing the population of public school children residing at City-
funded or operated shelters 
 

3. That the CPC and/or the City Council call for the modification of the Mandatory 
Inclusionary Housing (MIH) section of the New York City Zoning Resolution (ZR) 
pertaining to· MIH designated areas being adopted with a requirement that permits 
households with rent-burdened status (allow for exceptions to the 30 percent of income 
threshold for households paying the same or more rent than what the housing lottery offers) 
to qualify for such affordable housing units pursuant to MIH” 
 

City Planning Commission Public Hearing 

On January 30, 2019 (Calendar No. 5), the City Planning Commission scheduled February 13, 
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2019 for a public hearing on this application (C 180042 ZMK) and the related action (N 180043 

ZRK).  The hearing was duly held on February 13, 2019 (Calendar No. 38). Three speakers 

testified in favor of the application and four testified in opposition. 

 

An applicant team consisting of the land use attorney and project architect spoke in favor, 

describing the development, the requested actions, and the surrounding context, noting that the 

mid-blocks southeast of the rezoning area were rezoned to R7A under the Crown Heights West 

Rezoning and that multi-family apartment buildings above 10 stories are located nearby. The 

attorney stated that the surrounding neighborhood is experiencing increasing housing pressure with 

high rates of rent-burdened households. He said that more than half of the block is vacant and that 

it lacks a cohesive existing built context. The attorney also said that the applicant team benefitted 

from the M Crown study engagement, but acknowledged that the proposed R7D district allows 

more density than the M Crown framework recommendation.  He stated that the proposed density 

was appropriate as it would maximize the number of units, including affordable units.  He also 

stated that the applicant is actively seeking an arts organization to occupy the ground floor, but 

that a suitable tenant has not yet been selected. He also expressed confidence in the demand for 

new commercial uses at this site, emphasizing that the proposal would extend an existing 

commercial strip from Classon Avenue. Regarding the rezoning boundary extending to Classon 

Avenue, the attorney said there was no land use rationale for scaling back the rezoning area to just 

the mid-block land owned by the applicant. 

 

The project architect described the proposed massing and design principles, which incorporate 

parts of the existing on-site two-story structure into the new building to help preserve the area’s 

historic fabric.  He also stated that part of the ground floor is intended to be a community facility 

or arts center, and that the rest of the ground floor would accommodate a broad range of uses, such 

as a food court or bar that would enliven the streetscape.  

 

A representative from the 32BJ property service workers’ union expressed opposition to the 

proposed development, requesting that the applicant commit to prevailing wages for the building 

service workers. 
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A representative from Community Board 8 spoke in opposition. He shared additional background 

on the M Crown study, noting that the board voted to support the study in 2015.  In an effort to 

foster job-creating uses, the Board recommended restricting retail uses on mid-block side streets, 

mandating non-residential ground floors, and requiring that 0.25 FAR be set aside for a limited 

group of uses, such as light industrial. He contrasted the applicant’s proposal with the Board’s 

original M Crown proposal, which called for a two-floor non-residential use requirement, and said 

that the proposed density of 5.6 FAR could trigger additional speculation and market pressure 

nearby.  

 

A local resident spoke in opposition, expressing concern about the M Crown study area boundary 

and asked that the proposal’s potential effects on schools, parks, and infrastructure be examined 

further. A representative from the Association for Neighborhood and Housing Development spoke 

in opposition, stating that private applications undermine the goals of the neighborhood study. He 

also recommended that industrial mixed-use models be evaluated and urged that manufacturing 

uses be part of the development in an effort to meet the community’s goals and provide well-

paying jobs. A representative from the Pratt Center for Community Development spoke in 

opposition, describing the proposal as unresponsive to community priorities, inconsistent with 

policies elsewhere in Brooklyn, and lacking a zoning designation that allows or incentivizes 

industrial use. 

 

A representative from the applicant team spoke in favor, noting that the applicant recognizes the 

stakeholder concerns and that the proposal seeks to provide affordable housing and space for jobs. 

She emphasized that the proposed zoning would mandate ground floor non-residential use and that 

many industrial uses sought by stakeholders are not compatible with residential uses. Further, she 

noted that use mandates and restrictions have a possibility of creating vacant storefronts. 

 

There were no other speakers, and the hearing was closed. 

 

CONSIDERATION 
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The Commission believes that this application for a zoning map amendment (C 180042 ZMK), as 

modified herein, in conjunction with the related application for zoning text amendment (N 180043 

ZRK), is appropriate. 

 

Together these actions would facilitate a mixed-use development with permanently affordable 

housing, and active ground floor commercial and community facility space, and allow several non-

applicant-owned residential properties to be in conformance with zoning. 

 

The subject block and the neighboring blocks in the existing M1-1 zoning district are substantially 

underdeveloped. Unchanged since 1961, the M1-1 zoning is a remnant of a past era and does not 

reflect current neighborhood conditions and needs, particularly the burgeoning residential demand 

and need for affordable housing. While Crown Heights and nearby areas have experienced a 

resurgence of activity and growth, the M1-1 zoning has directly constrained new development by 

limiting density to 1.0 for commercial and industrial uses, and imposing a high parking 

requirement incongruous with a transit-accessible area. Moreover, numerous lots in, and adjacent 

to, the rezoning area are either vacant or used for open parking and storage, contributing to an 

unattractive, barren streetscape. 

 

The Commission commends Community Board 8’s leadership on the M Crown study, as well as 

the Department’s ongoing community engagement with the Board, to develop a shared vision and 

framework to guide future growth within the area. The land use framework developed by the 

Department in response to the Community Board’s goals and vision would encourage mixed use, 

residential, commercial, and community facility uses within the project area and the proposed 

rezoning would be broadly in conformance with the framework. However, the Commission notes 

that the Department has recommended densities on the mid-blocks that are lower than the densities 

proposed by the applicant due to the narrow width of streets and length of the blocks.  These 

concerns were also reflected in the recommendations of the Community Board and the Borough 

President. The proposed R7D district would allow a building’s base height to rise to 95 feet, or 

nine stories, with a maximum overall height of 115 feet, or 11 stories, which would result in 

buildings that would be inappropriately tall and dense on a 70-foot-wide street and 800-foot-long 
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block, and would also set an undesirable precedent for density on other similar mid-block 

locations. 

 

Therefore, the Commission herein modifies the zoning map amendment application (C 180042 

ZMK) to change from a proposed R7D/C2-4 district to an R7A/C2-4 district. R7A districts allow 

buildings with FARs up to 4.6 with MIH and generally produce high lot coverage, seven- to nine-

story apartment buildings. Building heights are regulated by a required minimum base height of 

40-65 feet (75 feet with a qualifying ground floor or inclusionary housing), a mandatory setback, 

and a maximum building height of 90 feet with MIH (95 feet with a qualifying ground floor). Off-

street parking is required for 50 percent of all non-income-restricted dwelling units, but the 

requirement is waived when 15 or fewer parking spaces are required. The modification would be 

in alignment with the Department’s land use framework and also with the 2013 Crown Heights 

West Rezoning, which also mapped R7A districts on mid-blocks.  

 

The Commission is pleased that the applicant has proposed to set aside non-residential space to 

activate the ground floor and support job growth with new commercial space and community 

facility space envisioned to be occupied by a non-profit arts center. Under the modified zoning 

district, the C2-4 use regulations would remain the same, however, in contrast to the R7D/C2-4 

district pairing, an R7A/C2-4 district would allow, but not require, non-residential ground floor 

uses. Regarding the recommendations from Community Board 8 and the Borough President to 

mandate non-residential uses on the ground floor of the new building, the Commission notes that 

non-residential requirements are typically mapped along established retail corridors to promote 

and maintain a lively and engaging pedestrian experience along commercial avenues. Requiring 

active ground floor uses on a side street with no existing retail or active ground-floor presence 

could create isolated non-residential space that might remain unoccupied due to a lack of a market 

for such space. Such a requirement could also impede the economics for the construction of new 

buildings, leaving the rezoning area in its undeveloped state. For these reasons, the Commission 

does not believe that mandating non-residential uses on the ground floor would be appropriate at 

this side street location, but would be appropriate along Classon Avenue, an established corridor 

with existing commercial and community facility uses. Finally, mixing residential and industrial 
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uses in the same building in this area was shown to be financially infeasible in the Department’s 

“Can Industrial Mixed-Use Buildings Work in NYC?” report, which analyzed a typical site in the 

area. Such buildings also have the potential to create a streetscape with loading docks and 

windowless walls that would be uninviting and pose conflicts with the new residential uses. 

Additionally, a mechanism to restrict certain uses on the ground floor, as requested by the 

community board, would be beyond the scope of the proposed actions. The Commission also notes 

that modifying the C2-4 commercial overlay to an Mixed Use (MX) District with an M1-4 

manufacturing district is beyond the scope of the proposed actions. 

 

The Commission believes that the proposed rezoning boundary, which extends from the 

applicant’s property to Classon Avenue, is critical to maintaining a rational district boundary, 

consistent with sound and well-established land use policy. Modifying the boundary would have 

the potential to result in an irregular mid-block parcel detached from Classon Avenue, a significant 

north-south corridor that connects the neighborhoods of Crown Heights and Bedford Stuyvesant. 

 

The proposed zoning text amendment (N 190054 ZRK) is appropriate. The action would designate 

a new MIH area coterminous with the rezoning area, supporting the creation of sorely needed 

affordable housing for Crown Heights. The text amendment will map MIH Options 1 and 2, and 

the applicant intends to use Option 1 for the proposed development.  

 

While not a condition of this approval, the Commission notes that the applicant, in response to the 

Borough President’s recommendation to adjust the bedroom unit mix and conduct outreach to local 

nonprofit groups to serve as an administering agent for the affordable housing, in a letter addressed 

to the Borough President dated February 1, 2019, provided a breakdown of the bedroom unit mix 

and stated that it intends to collaborate with nonprofit groups suggested by the local Council 

Member. In that letter, the applicant noted that it intends to use local Minority and Women-owned 

Business Enterprises for a portion of the building construction and that the proposed ground floor 

commercial and arts space would generate local jobs.  
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In a separate letter to the Borough President, the project architect indicated that several sustainable 

elements would be incorporated in the development, including bioswale tree pits, a rain garden in 

the rear yard, and locally sourced, environmentally friendly building materials.   

 

RESOLUTION 

RESOLVED, that having considered the Revised Environmental Assessment Statement, for 

which a Revised Negative Declaration was issued on April 8, 2019 with respect to this application 

(CEQR No. 16DCP134K), the City Planning Commission finds that the action described herein 

will have no significant impact on the environment; and be it further 

RESOLVED, by the City Planning Commission, pursuant to Sections 197-c and 200 of the New 

York City Charter that based on the environmental determination and the consideration described 

in this report, the Zoning Resolution of the City of New York, effective as of December 15, 1961, 

and as subsequently amended, is further amended by changing the Zoning Map, Section 16c: 

1. changing from an M1-l District to an R7A District property bounded by Pacific Street, 

Classon Avenue, a line midway between Pacific Street and Dean Street, and a line 440 

feet northwesterly of Classon Avenue; and 

 

2. establishing within the proposed R7A District a C2-4 District bounded by Pacific Street, 

Classon Avenue, a line midway between Pacific Street and Dean Street, and a line 440 

feet northwesterly of Classon Avenue; 

 

Borough of Brooklyn, Community District 8, as shown on a diagram (for illustrative purposes 

only) dated October 29, 2018, modified by the City Planning Commission on April 8, 2019, and 

subject to the conditions of CEQR Declaration E-503. 

 

The above resolution (C 180042 ZMK), duly adopted by the City Planning Commission on April 

8, 2019 (Calendar No. 1), is filed with the Office of the Speaker, City Council, and the Borough 

President together with a copy of the plans of the development, in accordance with the 

requirements of Section 197-d of the New York City Charter. 
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MARISA LAGO, Chair 
KENNETH J. KNUCKES, Esq., Vice Chairman 
ALFRED CERULLO, MICHELLE R. de la UZ, JOSEPH I. DOUEK,  
RICHARD W. EADDY, ANNA HAYES LEVIN, ORLANDO MARÍN, LARISA ORTIZ, 
RAJ RAMPERSHAD,  
 
DAVID BURNEY, Commissioner, ABSTAINING 
ALLEN P. CAPPELLI, Esq., Commissioner, VOTING NO 
























































